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Abstract
The paper deals with canard solutions at very general turning points of smooth singular
perturbation problems in two dimensions. We follow a geometric approach based on the use
of Ck-normal forms, centre manifolds and (family) blow up, as we did in (Trans. Amer.
Math. Soc., to appear). In (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., to appear) we considered the existence
of manifolds of canard solutions for given appropriate boundary conditions. These manifolds
need not be smooth at the turning point. In this paper we essentially study the transition time
along such manifolds, as well as the divergence integral, providing a structure theorem for
these integrals. As a consequence we get a nice structure theorem for the transition equation,
governing the canard solutions. It permits to compare different control manifolds and to obtain
a precise description of the entry–exit relation of different canard solutions. Attention is also
given to the special case in which the canard manifolds are smooth, i.e. when “formal” canard
solutions exist.
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1. Introduction
Our aim is to examine some properties of real canard solutions at turning points in
the plane. With a turning point system we mean a singularly perturbed C∞-family of
vector ﬁelds X,  ∼ 0, on a 2-manifold M having an isolated turning point. A precise
formulation of a turning point follows in the next section, but up to now it sufﬁces to
say that the turning point divides the “critical curve” , which is deﬁned as a curve
of singular points for X0, in two parts − and +. The unperturbed vector ﬁeld X0
is normally attracting at all points of − and normally repelling at all points of +
(this means the following: X0 has a zero eigenvalue in the eigendirection tangent to ,
and another eigenvalue, called the normal eigenvalue, which is negative along − and
positive along +). The dynamics for small  > 0 is characterized by a fast attraction
towards −, followed by a possible slow drift along , letting the orbits pass near the
turning point and continue towards +, where in general a fast repulsion away from +
immediately occurs. Canard solutions are those orbits that stay, despite of the repelling
behaviour of +, near + for a ﬁnite distance (as  → 0) before they move away from
the critical curve.
The existence of canard solutions has been studied by nonstandard analysis (Benoît,
Diener, Callot, etc.), by means of matching (Lagerstrom, O’Malley, etc.), using complex
methods (Canalis-Durand, Ramis, Schäfke, Sibuya, etc. see [CDRSS] and [BFSW]),
and also by geometric methods (Dumortier, Roussarie, etc.). Most of those methods
make use of asymptotic power series (w.r.t. the small parameter  to represent the
canard solutions), implying that the search for canard solutions is restricted to C∞
canard solutions. In [DD2] however is shown based on geometric techniques that canard
solutions are C∞ outside the turning point and in general only C0 at the turning point
itself. The lack of smoothness at the turning point originates from the use of family
blow up at the turning point in the determination of canard solutions: such canard
solutions are smooth w.r.t. blow up coordinates, and will not necessarily be smooth
w.r.t. original phase space coordinates. This lack of smoothness at the turning point is
in a general context natural: the turning point itself may be a degenerated point with
many branches of critical curves. Even if those branches cannot be glued together in a
smooth way (like for example in (23)), it is possible to describe canard solutions from
one such branch to another.
In this paper, we will however not be concerned with the existence of canard solutions
and will position ourselves in a geometric situation where canard solutions are known to
appear. One result will characterize the transition time of orbits starting at one boundary
curve, passing near the turning point, and moving towards a second boundary curve.
In particular, we show statements on the monotonicity of the transition time as  → 0,
which can be important in solving boundary value problems.
A second result is based on the study of the integral of the divergence of the vector
ﬁeld along canard orbits. Results of this kind allow us to compare different canard
solutions and establish entry–exit relations. It should be emphasized that such entry–
exit relations were initially introduced by Benoît [B], concerning canards appearing in
the equation
x¨ + f (x)x˙ + x − a = 0
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and his results were based on joint work with Callot, Diener and Diener (see [BCDD]).
All these papers are written in a non-standard language, and the core of the proof of
their results is non-standard. They claim that all their non-standard theorems can be
reformulated in a standard equivalent, but they did not do so: “Si nous avons choisi
de ne pas donner cet énoncé classique équivalent, c’est que la lourdeur de ce dernier
gâcherait une bonne part de la saveur du résultat.”
Here, we present a simple formulation of results concerning entry–exit relations, and
we give a proof, using tools from dynamical systems theory such as Ck-normal forms,
centre manifolds and blow up.
In Section 2, we present the quite general framework in which the results are ob-
tained. This framework can already be found in [DD2], where the existence of ca-
nards is shown. Section 3 focuses on the difference between smooth and non-smooth
manifolds of canard solutions: smoothness or non-smoothness of these manifolds will
have subtle implications on all results in this paper. In Section 4, we present the
result on the transition time in Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. The result on the tran-
sition time, seen as a speciﬁc integral over the orbits, is generalized to a result on
arbitrary integrals along canard orbits in Theorem 3. One important case is the in-
tegral of the divergence, which is deﬁned in Section 6. Using the well-known re-
lation between divergence integrals and transition maps from one transverse section
to another, we calculate the distance between centre manifolds along − and centre
manifolds along + in Section 7. This leads to a transition equation (Theorem 4),
and is directly applied to set up entry–exit relations in Sections 8 and 9. Following
[BCDD], we introduce notions such as funnels, tunnels and combs (inverse funnels),
and like in [B] we (brieﬂy) distinguish between sitting (non-hyperbolic) canard cy-
cles and ﬂying (hyperbolic) canard cycles in Section 10, all this in a fairly general
context. Section 11 ﬁnally contains the proofs of some lemmas used throughout the
paper.
2. Geometric model for the presence of canards
As mentioned in the introduction, we will not be concerned with the existence of
canard solutions, but will refer to known results. In this section, we therefore give a
brief description of a quite general situation where canard solutions appear; for details
we refer to a more elaborated discussion in [DD,DD2]. We remark that also in [PA],
a general study of singularly perturbed vector ﬁelds of the kind
X,:
{
x˙ = ,
y˙ = F(x, y, , ) (1)
has been made. For such systems, the transition time is trivially x . We are interested
in a more general class of vector ﬁelds, where the study of the transition time is less
trivial. Our study will include vector ﬁelds like (1) as a special case.
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Fig. 1. The turning point p∗ is a tangency between the fast ﬁbres and the critical curve .
In trying to understand the quite general situation below, it is instructive to know
that we have been inspired by Liénard equations of the kind
X,a :
{
x˙ = −y + x2n +O(x2n+1),
y˙ = (a + x2n−1)+O(2), (2)
generalizing the van der Pol system (see also [DR]). The critical curve for (2) is shown
in Fig. 1, and is given by : {y = x2n + O(x2n+1)}; − is the part of  to the left
of the y-axis, + is the part of  to the right of the y-axis. The turning point p∗ is
located at the origin, and the dynamics near  show a small drift along  from left to
right. For n = 1, one refers to the turning point as “simple”; for n > 1 one speaks
of a “degenerate turning point”. Our study however includes much more degenerate
situations, where the turning point is no longer nilpotent, but where e.g. many branches
can cross in various ways.
Let now M be a smooth 2-manifold and let X,a, be a C∞ family of vector ﬁelds on
M, where 0 is the singular (small) parameter, where a is a small parameter playing
a role that we will specify later, and where  is a parameter kept in a compact space,
that may be omitted and that is included for the sake of generality.
Assumption T0. (Critical curve). We assume there is a “critical curve”  ⊂ M con-
sisting of singular points of X0,0,. We assume  is divided in − ∪ {p∗} ∪ +, so that
the normal eigenvalue of X0,0, along −, resp. along + is negative resp. positive,
and so that ± are simple smooth curves (images of C∞ embeddings I ⊂ R → M for
some interval I). The point p∗ is called a turning point at which X0 is nonhyperbolic
(nilpotent or more degenerate). We assume that for all p ∈ ± there is a neighbourhood
Up inside which  is the only branch of singular points of X0,0,.
Observe that at p∗ it is not needed for  to be the unique branch of singularities:
a transcritical intersection of two or more curves may appear in p∗ (see Fig. 2). Note
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Fig. 2. The turning point p∗ is a transcritical intersection point between branches of curves of singularities
for  = a = 0.
also that we allow the curve  to depend on . Nontrivial dependencies may however
result in a failure to satisfy further assumptions: for example, a critical curve of the
form y = x2 + x4 will most likely fail other assumptions near  = 0 (for a correct
study of a system with such a critical curve, one needs to include  in the list of blown
up variables).
Assumption T1. (Admissible chart). There exists a chart of M near p∗ so that in this
chart p∗ = (0, 0), the critical curve is a graph y = (x); − being parametrized by
the negative x-axis and + being parametrized by the positive x-axis. In this chart, the
vector ﬁeld is given by
X,a,:
{
x˙ = f (x, y, , a, ),
y˙ = g(x, y, , a, ). (3)
The normal eigenvalue at points of  is given by fx , and is hence negative at − and
positive at +. We assume also that
f
y is nonzero along − ∪ +, to ensure that ± is
a simple graph solution of f (x, y, 0, 0, ) = 0.
The smoothness of  has not been speciﬁed in this assumption, but of course the
critical curve will need to satisfy all other assumptions that are described in the sequel,
implying that  is smooth outside x = 0 and that it has a well-deﬁned limit in the
blow up locus at x = 0 (see Assumption T3).
The search for canard solutions in situations as we are describing here is in fact a
search for regions in parameter space (, a, ) where such canards appear. Typically,
canards appear in exponentially small neighbourhoods of codimension-1 manifolds in
parameter space, i.e. there exist graphs a = A(, ) (with A(0, ) = 0) such that canard
solutions appear in the wedge {|a −A(, )| < exp(−c/)}, for some c > 0 and  ∈
N. This implies that we should look for values of a that are o(1) as  → 0. More
speciﬁcally, we will restrict the study of the parameter plane to the region |a| = O(r )
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Fig. 3. Behaviour in centre manifolds at p ∈ − ∪ +.
for some r > 0. This is done by applying the rescaling
(, a) = (vm, vA) (4)
(with r = /m), and restricting A to [−A0, A0], for some A0 > 0. The parameter
v becomes the new singular perturbation parameter. The weights (,m) ∈ N2 are
not arbitrary, but are chosen in a well-balanced manner and their choice should be
considered together with the choice of blow up weights, which will be a topic discussed
below. For now, it sufﬁces to bear in mind that one chooses r high enough so that
in the next assumptions some level of uniformity w.r.t. A is preserved. At least in the
deﬁnition of critical curve, one gains uniformity after applying (4): the critical curve
 persists as a curve of singular points of the family Xvm,vA, for nonzero A, which
was not necessarily the case for X,a, (Fig. 3).
The next assumption is concerned with the dynamics near the normally hyperbolic
part of , and essentially states that Xvm,vA, has no singular points for v > 0.
In view of using techniques from dynamical systems theory, we will work in the
space M × [0, v0[ in the rest of the paper, and therefore represent the (v, A, )-family
of vector ﬁelds on M as a (A, )-family of vector ﬁelds on this product space:
XA, := Xvm,vA, + 0

v
.
Assumption T2. (Normal passage). There exists a unique number  ∈ N, called the
order of degeneracy, with the following property: At any point p ∈ − ∪ +, in any
local Ck centre manifold Wp at p of XA, (k high enough) one assumes that
XA,
∣∣
Wp
= O(v), v → 0,
and that
v− XA,
∣∣
Wp
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Fig. 4. Blow up procedure: the turning point p∗ is replaced by a (half)sphere, denoted the blow up
locus. The dynamics in the neighbourhood of the turning point is examined in local charts.
is a local ﬂow box containing  and in a way that the orientation of the orbits inside
this ﬂow box is compatible to the orientation of , which is chosen to point from −
to +.
The condition is clearly independent of the choice of Wp.
In order to describe further conditions related to the dynamics near the turning point
p∗, we will blow up the vector ﬁeld at p∗. The blow up is done in a chart M prescribed
in Assumption T1. We blow up the (x, y, v)-variables at the origin, and consider (A, )
as regular parameters that are not blown up. Geometrically, the blow up means that
we replace the origin in M × [0, v0[ by a sphere S2 (see Fig. 4); a more elaborated
presentation on the blow up technique can be found in [D]. Analytically, we consider
the blow up map (deﬁning a singular change of coordinates)
 : R+ × S2 → R3: (u, (x, y, v)) → (x, y, v) = (ux, uy, uv),
for well-chosen weights (, ) ∈ N2. The blown-up vector ﬁeld is deﬁned as the
pullback of the original vector ﬁeld, divided by some power of u:
XA, := 1
u
∗XA,. (5)
Remark on the weights. The weight in the v-direction can be chosen to be 1, since
we already have a degree of freedom in the weights through rescaling (4). In the
treatment of speciﬁc problems it is in fact appropriate, if not to say necessary, to make
a combined choice of (,m,, ), that best ﬁts the requirements that will follow. A
priori, one blows up the family X,0, and searches for appropriate weights (, ,m).
Once this is known, one chooses  in a manner that the blow up procedure can be
done with the same weights for Xvm,vA,. The weights (, ,m) can be found using
Newton polyhedra, or can be found by trial and error. The choice of  and  becomes
clear from the obtained expressions.
For the Liénard system (2), appropriate weights are given by (, ,m) = (1, 2n, 2n)
and  = 2n−1. Furthermore, one ﬁnds  = 2n and  = 2n−1. In the phase-directional
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Fig. 5. Behaviour at p = P+. The invariant plane {u = 0} is the blow up locus. The invariant plane
{v = 0} is, outside the blow up locus, diffeomorphic to M.
rescaling chart {y = 1}, one obtains the blown up vector ﬁeld
XA:


x˙ = −1+ x2n − x v2n (v2n−1A+ x2n−1)+O(u),
u˙ = u v2n (v2n−1A+ x2n−1 +O(u)),
v˙ = −v2n+1 (v2n−1A+ x2n−1 +O(u)).
(6)
The preimages of ± under  are visible in such phase-directional rescaling charts (in
the above system as {v = 0, x = ±1 + O(u)}). The next assumption determines the
intersection of these preimages with the blow up locus:
Assumption T3. (Regularity condition). The preimages of − and + in the blow up
space (including the end points of ± on the blow up locus) are normally hyperbolic.
Deﬁne P± = ± ∩ , where  is the blow up locus {u = 0}, i.e. the preimage of
(x, y, v) = (0, 0, 0) under the blow up map. (See also Fig. 4).
We refer to the example system (6) to see in practice how one gets hyperbolicity at
the end points of ±. Let us remark that P± has a unique centre-separatrix ±(A, )
on the blow up locus {u = 0}. The uniqueness is due to the fact that the separatrix
lies between two saddle sectors of P±, see Fig. 5.
Like in Assumption T2, we need to assume that in the neighbourhood of the end
points P±, the only singularities are those given by the preimage of ±. After restricting
to centre manifolds along points of , we can divide away the singular factor and
examine the remainder:
Assumption T4. (Regular corner passage). Let p = P± be the end point of ± in a
blow up admissible chart, and let Wp be a Ck centre manifold at p, which is a graph
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in (u, v). Then, the centre manifold reduction XA,
∣∣
Wp
of the blown-up vector ﬁeld
to Wp is, after division by v (with  as in Assumption T2), an isolated hyperbolic
saddle at (u, v) = (0, 0).
We denote by
L±() = v− 1
u
X
u
0,
∣∣∣∣
(u,v)=(0,0)
(7)
the eigenvalue in the u-direction of this hyperbolic saddle. It is strictly negative at P−
and strictly positive at P+.
In expression (6), the centre manifold reduction is given by
{
u˙ = u v2n (±1+O(u, v)),
v˙ = −v2n+1 (±1+O(u, v))
which is a hyperbolic saddle after division by v = v2n.
Keeping track of the orbits in forward time after passing near P−, and of the orbits
in backward time after passing near P+, can be done in the family rescaling chart
{v = 1}. There, one applies the blow up formulas
(x, y, v) = (ux, uy, u). (8)
and one keeps (x, y) in a large compact set.
As an illustration we describe the dynamics in the family rescaling chart for the
Liénard system (2):
XA:


x˙ = −y + x2n +O(u),
y˙ = A+ x2n−1 +O(u),
u˙ = 0.
One can observe that for u = A = 0 there is an invariant curve y = x2n − 12n , which
is a curve consisting of an orbit without singular points, representing a heteroclinic
connection from P− to P+. This is in fact an assumption that we make for all vector
ﬁelds under study:
Assumption T5. (Connection condition). For A = 0, there is a heteroclinic connection
 in the blow up locus (possibly -dependent) connecting P− to P+. We assume that
this connection consists of one regular orbit.
Without the presence of such a connection, orbits following − have no chance to
come close to the repelling branch +, impeding the presence of canard solutions.
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2.1. The role of the parameter a
In the search for canard solutions, we look in parameter space where such canard
solutions appear. The parameter a is included as a “breaking parameter”, i.e. varying a
at a point in parameter space where canards appear will in a sense break the canard.
Let us be more speciﬁc. We say a is a breaking parameter if its rescaled version A is a
“regular breaking parameter”, and by this we mean that the connection  is “regularly”
broken for A = 0. This regular breaking should be deﬁned in a section Q in the family
rescaling chart: let Q be a section on the blow up locus {u = 0}, transverse to . Let
z be a regular coordinate on Q. The unique centre separatrix −(A, ) on the blow up
locus meets Q at a point z−(A). Similarly, the unique centre separatrix +(A, ) on
the blow up locus meets Q at a point z+(A, ). We have
z−(0, ) = z+(0, ).
(This is a restatement of Assumption T5.)
Assumption T6. (Regular breaking). The connection  breaks for nonzero A in a
regular way, i.e.

A
(z− − z+) (A, )
∣∣∣∣
A=0
= 0. (9)
This assumption forces a good choice of r = /m in the rescaling (4): if r is too
high, then T6 will not be satisﬁed; if it is too low, then we may loose uniformity w.r.t.
A in the blow up construction and in the order of degeneracy.
In [M] it has been shown that the left-hand side in (9) can be expressed in terms of
an integral along .
2.2. Existence theorem on canard solutions
Using Assumptions T0–T6, we formulate a result on the existence of canard solutions.
The canard solutions that we aim to deﬁne form two-dimensional manifolds W inside
M×[0, 0[ that are invariant under the ﬂow of X,a,, restricting to a “control manifold”
a = A(, ), i.e. a manifold in parameter space along which canard solutions occur
with prescribed boundary conditions. With respect to the manifold of canard solutions
W, we have some freedom in the sense that we can choose arbitrarily two boundary
curves (on both sides of the turning point) so that W is the union of orbits starting at
one boundary curve and connecting to the second one. Let us be more speciﬁc.
We say that − is an admissible entry boundary curve if it is a C∞-graph (, ) →
s−(, ) ∈ M so that s−(0, ) lies in the basin of attraction of −. We deﬁne 	(−) ∈
− as the 	-limit of the base point s−(0, ). We say that + is an admissible exit
boundary curve if it is a C∞-graph (, ) → s+(, ) ∈ M so that s+(0, ) lies in
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the basin of repulsion of +. We deﬁne (+) ∈ + as the -limit of the base point
s+(0, ).
Theorem 1 (Dumortier and Maesschalck [DD2]). Let X,a, satisfy assumptions T0–
T6, and let m ∈ N be as in (4). Let (−,+) be a pair of admissible boundary
curves. Then there exists a unique manifold W, denoted a manifold of canard solutions,
in M × [0, 0[ and a unique control manifold a = A(, ) in parameter space with the
following properties:
(1) A(0, ) = 0; A is smooth w.r.t. v = 1/m and ;
(2) W is an invariant manifold w.r.t. the subfamily X,A(,), + 0  ;(3) W contains both − and +;
(4) W is smooth for  > 0 and has a C∞ extension to  = 0 outside the points 	(−),
(+) and the turning point p∗. At these three points W is at least continuous (and
in general only continuous).
(5) The manifold W is C∞ smooth w.r.t. blow up coordinates (u, x, y, v) in a full
neighbourhood of p∗.
It is important to realize that, for each , the manifold of canard solutions W is a two-
dimensional intersection inside M × [0, 0[×[−a0, a0] of two three-dimensional centre
manifolds W− and W+. The centre manifold W− (resp. W+) is expressed as a family
of two-dimensional centre manifolds in M × [0, 0[ and is obtained by following the
orbits of points in − (resp. +) in positive time (resp. negative time). Both manifolds
intersect along W, determined by the control manifold a = A(, ).
3. Smooth manifolds of canard solutions
It can occur that the manifolds of canard solutions blow down to manifolds that
are smooth at the turning point. In that case, one might be tempted to characterize the
transition time, without using a blow up procedure. The next proposition will show that
this is only partly possible: if the blow up was done in a way that  >  ( as deﬁned
in Assumption T2,  in (5)), then the dynamics inside manifolds of canard solutions is
trivial:
Proposition 1. Suppose that—under all conditions explained above, including the as-
sumptions T0–T6—a manifold of canard solutions W is C∞ near p∗, and suppose that
in a local chart (as in Assumption T1) this manifold is given by the graph y = (x, ),
then the restriction of XA(,), to W is given by the vector ﬁeld (write v = 1/m):
{
x˙ = vf (x, v, ),
v˙ = 0,
where f is a C∞ function which is nonzero for all points of  \ {p∗} and for all v > 0.
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(i) If , then f is also nonzero at the turning point, and then we necessarily have
 = + .
(ii) If  < , then f (x, v, ) = Fb(x, v, ) + fb(x, v, ), where Fb(ux, u, ) is
homogeneous in u of degree b = − + , with Fb(x, v, ) > 0 for all (x, v) =
(0, 0) and fb(ux, u, ) = o(ub).
Proof. The absence of singularities in W, for v > 0, follows from Assumptions T2–T5.
Similarly, Assumption T2 is used to write x˙ as a product of v and a nonzero function
f (x, v, ). This means that f (x, v, ) can only be zero at the turning point, located at
(x, v) = (0, 0). The rest of the proof proceeds in two parts.
(i) We show that f (0, 0, ) = 0 and that  = + provided . We can do this for
all  ﬁxed and will hence drop the dependence of  in the notations. Suppose on the
contrary that f (0, 0) = 0. In the family rescaling chart, we have {x = ux, v = u},
so that the ﬂow of the blow up vector ﬁeld inside the manifold of canard solutions
yields (after desingularization by u)
x˙ = u−−f (ux, u), u˙ = 0. (10)
Assumption T5 yields the condition
u−bf (ux, u) = 0,
where b = +−. This means that b0 is impossible. Hence 0 < b. Similarly,
in the phase-directional rescaling chart {x = 1}, we have {x = u, v = uv}, so that
there the dynamics of the blown up vector ﬁeld inside W gives
u˙ = u

u−bvf (u, uv), v˙ = −v

u−bvf (u, uv)
Assumption T4 yields the condition
u−bf (u, uv)
∣∣∣
(u,v)=(0,0) = 0.
By developing f in powers of x and v and by using the conditions arising from As-
sumptions T4 and T5, in combination with 0 < b, one can ﬁnd a contradiction,
unless f (0, 0) = 0 and  = + .
(ii) We now treat the part  < , starting again with expression (10), as in the ﬁrst
case, and introducing again b = − + . We now clearly have b > 0. We write
f (x, v) = Fn(x, v)+ fn(x, v),
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with
Fn(u
x, u) = unFn(x, 1) and fn(ux, u) = o(un).
(We extract the terms that have least quasi-homogeneous degree, n, w.r.t. u.) As
such, (10) gets
x˙ = u−b+nFn(x, 1)+ o(u−b+n).
Exactly like in the previous case, we can prove that we need b = n, as well as
Fn(x, v) =
m∑
i=0
aiv
b−ixi,
with m = b, for some m ∈ 2N and Fn(x, v) > 0 for (x, v) = 0. It implies not
only that Fn(x, 1) > 0 for all x ∈ R, but also Fn(1, v) > 0 for all v ∈ R, as well
as Fn(−1, v) > 0) for all v ∈ R. 
Remark. The smoothness of the manifold W can be related to the existence of formal
power-series solutions y = ˆ(x, ) =∑∞n=0n(x)n, which in general do not exist at
degenerate turning points (see [DD2]).
4. Transition time
From Proposition 1 follows that if  and if the manifolds of canard solutions
blow down to smooth manifolds at the turning point, then the transition time inside W
can be studied using the equivalent vector ﬁeld x˙ = f (x, v, ), and since this function
is nonzero everywhere, the transition time from − to + is a C∞ function T0(v, ).
Therefore, the original transition time is v−T0(v, ).
Let us now consider the general case. We are interested in characterizing the transition
time of the orbits in a canard manifold W, as they pass from one boundary curve (−)
to the other (+). Inside such canard manifolds, the vector ﬁeld is O(v) near normally
hyperbolic points of , whereas it is O(v) near points of the connection  on the blow
up locus (the blown up vector ﬁeld is O(1) there, after applying the desingularization
(5)). The most dominant part of the passage will depend on whether  >  or .
In the ﬁrst case, we will relate the transition time to the transition time of the “slow
vector ﬁeld”.
Deﬁnition.. Near points p ∈ − ∪ +, we deﬁne the slow vector ﬁeld along  as
X0
A,(q) = lim
v→0 v
− XA,
∣∣
Wp
∀q ∈ Wp ∩ ,
where Wp is a local Ck-centre manifold at p of XA, (as in Assumption T2).
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This deﬁnition clearly leads to a C∞ family of vector ﬁelds on  \ {p∗} and As-
sumption T2 implies that the slow vector ﬁeld has no singular points on  \ {p∗}.
Deﬁnition.. Let p, q ∈ −. We deﬁne T 0A,(p, q) as the transition time of the slow
vector ﬁeld from p to q, and denote it as
T 0
A,(p, q) =
∫
[p,q]⊂
ds.
In choosing in an admissible local chart x as regular parameter on  \ {p∗}, we have
X0
A,(x) ds = dx.
We deﬁne T 0
A,(p, p∗) as limq→p∗ T
0
A,(p, q). In a similar way, we deﬁne T
0
A,(p, q)
for p, q ∈ + as well T 0A,(p∗, q).
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions T0–T6 be satisﬁed. Let ± be a pair of admissible bound-
ary curves, let  be as in Assumption T2, and let  be as in (5). There exist C∞
functions 1(v, ) and 2(v, ), so that the transition time of an orbit from − to +,
written in terms of v = 1/m, is given by
(1) Case  > :
T (v, ) = v− (T0()+ 1(v, )+ 2(v, )v− log v) ,
where 1 = O(v) and where T0() is the slow transition time
T0() = T 00,(	(−), (+)) =
∫ (+)
	(−)
ds,
and converges to a ﬁnite value.
(2) Case  = :
T (v, ) = v−
((
1
L−()
− 1
L+()
)
log v + 1(v, )+ 2(v, )v log v
)
,
where L±() are the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic passage as described in As-
sumption T4, and are given in (7).
(3) Case  < :
T (v, ) = v− (C0()+ 1(v, )+ 2(v, )v− log v) ,
where 1 = O(v) and where the number C0() is the transition time (of the blown
up vector ﬁeld) along the connection  on the blow up locus, and is measured as
an integral over , from P− to P+. This integral is convergent.
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The function 2 can be chosen not depending on the choice of ±. The formal expan-
sions of 1 and 2 at v = 0 are uniquely determined. If moreover the manifolds of
canard solutions are smooth at the turning point, then one can take 2 = 0.
An immediate consequence of this theorem is:
Corollary 1. The transition time tends monotonously to +∞ as v → 0, at least for
v > 0 small enough.
Note. Theorem 2 (and its corollary) can also be applied to study a normally hyperbolic
passage, without passing the turning point; in that case, one may restrict to case 1 and
assume 2 = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. We divide the passage from − to + in several parts. Denote
by − the fast orbit at  = 0 from the end point of − to its 	-limit on −, and denote
by + the fast orbit towards the end point of +. In blow up space, W0 := W ∩{v = 0}
is given by
W0 := − ∪ − ∪ {P−} ∪  ∪ {P+} ∪ + ∪ + (11)
(where one restricts ± to the relevant, compact, parts). Given k, we can cover W0
by a ﬁnite number of neighbourhoods where Ck-normal forms for conjugacy are used.
This may be obtained using ﬂow-box coordinates, using Takens-normal forms, or in
the corner points P± using normal forms of Bonckaert. A precise description is given
below. We can also refer to [DD2] for more information. In the intersection of each
neighbourhood, we choose smooth sections transverse to W0 and examine the transition
from one section to another. We now treat each passage separately, in case  > . The
cases  =  and  <  are treated afterwards, while the special case of smooth canard
manifolds is treated at the end.
(i) Case  > .
Transition time along ±: Points of ± are nonsingular, so using ﬂow-box coordinates
one can easily prove that the transition time between two transverse sections is a C∞
function in terms of (v, ). (We repeat that the parameter A is no longer of relevance,
as we restrict our study to the control manifold A = A(v, ).) This part of the total
transition time contributes to the 1-term in the statement of Theorem 2.
Transition time, passing through ± ∩ ±: We consider c = − ∩ − = 	(−);
the repelling side can be treated identically. At c, we take a Takens normal form for
Ck-conjugacy. Such a normal form yields (keeping in mind Assumption T2)
{
x˙ = v h(x, y, v, ),
y˙ = −y h(x, y, v, ),
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where h is Ck+1 and strictly positive. Observe that after division of the normal form
by h, the system is uncoupled, so we obtain a closed form for the manifold of canard
solutions W \ −:
W : y = (x, v, ) := y0(v, ) exp
(
−x − x0(v, )
v
)
,
for some smooth functions x0 and y0, with x0(0, ) = c. We are interested in the
transition time towards a section x = x1(v, ). In fact, an obvious translation and
rescaling in the x-direction allows us to take x0(v, ) = c = 0 and x1(v, ) = 1. The
transition time yields
T (v, ) = 1
v
∫ 1
0
dx
h(x,(x, v, ), v, )
.
We can easily rewrite this as
T (v, ) = 1
v
∫ 1
0
f (x, exp(−x/v), v, ) dx,
for some Ck function f. In Lemma 1 (in Section 11), we prove that the integral on the
right-hand side is Ck , and tends to the slow transition time along .
Transition time along − ∪ +: This is a lot easier than the passage discussed above.
We can use the same normal form as above, but on top of that we can apply a Ck-shift
in the y-direction and assume that W is given by {y = 0}. (This was not possible in
the previous subsection because W was not Ck at the corner point c.) The transition
time yields
T (v, ) = 1
v
∫ 1
0
dx
h(x, 0, v, )
,
where it is clear that vT (v, ) is Ck .
Transition time near P±: This is the most relevant part. We present a study at P−;
the study at P+ is identical after applying a time-reversal. The study we present uses
the blown up vector ﬁeld, which was conjugate to the original vector ﬁeld, up to a
change of time by a factor u (see (5)). The restriction of the blown up vector ﬁeld
to the manifold of canard solutions W is a C∞ vector ﬁeld, tangent to the foliation
d(uv) = 0. Using Assumption T4, we conclude that this vector ﬁeld is given by
Z(u, v, ) = h(u, v, )
(
−uv 
u
+ v+1 
v
)
, (12)
where h is C∞ and strictly positive (see [Bon]). Keep in mind that uZ is conjugate to
the original vector ﬁeld on v > 0. We describe the transition from a section {u = u0}
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to a section {v = v0} with u0 > 0 and v0 > 0. Notice that the section {u = u0}
transversally intersects − (which in these coordinates is located at v = 0), and that
{v = v0} intersects the heteroclinic connection (see Assumption T5)  transversally.
Obvious rescalings allow us to take u0 = v0 = 1. The transition time of an orbit at
height v intersects {u = u0} in the point (u, v) = (1, v). The time of such an orbit
needed to reach {v = 1} (where it intersects in (u, v) = (v, 1)) yields
T (v, ) =
∫ v
1
1
−u+1vh(u, v, )
∣∣∣∣
v=v/u
du (13)
This can be rewritten as (g := 1/h)
T (v, ) = 1
v
∫ 1
v
u−−1g(u, v/u, ) du. (14)
Since  > , we can use Lemma 2 (Section 11) to show that vT (v, ) continuously
extends to
T0(v, ) :=
∫ 1
0
u−−1g(u, 0, ) du,
which is exactly the slow transition time towards p∗.
Transition time along : In blow up space, we can examine the transition along
compact parts of  in the family rescaling chart v = 1. In this chart, a tubular
neighbourhood around  has no singular points, after division of the vector ﬁeld by
v (see (5) for the deﬁnition of ). This shows that the transition time along compact
parts of  is given by T (v, ) = v−F(v, ) for some strictly positive Ck function
F. In the case  > , this part contributes to 1 in the statement of the theorem. Let
us already notice (in view of the case  < ) that F(v, ) tends, as v → 0, to the
transition time along the chosen compact part of .
Putting the pieces together: For any k, we have shown that the total transition time
is given by
T (v, ) = v− (T0()+ 1(v, )+ 2(v, )v− log v) , (15)
for some Ck functions 1 and 2. We claim that we can choose 1 and 2 to be C∞,
and this will be the subject of the remainder of this subsection. Of course, 1 and 2
are not unique and may depend on k. Nevertheless, two Ck+−-choices for 2 must
have the same k-jet w.r.t. v. (This is a consequence of Lemma 2.) By letting k → ∞,
we obtain unique formal power series ˆ2. Using Borel’s theorem on the realization of
formal power series, we ﬁnd a C∞ function ˜2 having ˆ2 as its ∞-jet. Deﬁne
R(v, ) = T (v, )v − T0()− ˜2(v, )v− log v.
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This function R does not depend on k. Now, for any k, there exist Ck+1+− functions
1 and 2 as in (15). Thus
R(v, ) = 1(v, )+ (2 − ˜2)(v, )v− log v.
The ﬁrst term 1 is clearly Ck , as well as the second term (2− ˜2) log v (remember
that the factor 2 − ˜2 is O(vk+1)). Therefore, R(v, ) is Ck for any k. Since R is
automatically C∞ for v > 0, this shows that we can conclude that R(v, ) is C∞
for v0, inducing the statements in the ﬁrst case of Theorem 2 with 1 := R and
2 := ˜2.
(ii) Case  = 
The proof is almost identical to the proof in the former case; only the contribution
in the corners P± will be different:
Transition time along ±, along − ∪ + and along : The treatment is identical
to the treatment in case  > . In fact, the contribution of the transition time along
compact parts of ± (i.e. the transition time inside W between two sections cutting ±)
can be written as v−f (v, ) for some C∞ function f. These parts of the transition
time contribute to 1 in the statement of Theorem 2. The transition time along compact
parts of the connection  (i.e. the transition time between two sections in the family
rescaling chart cutting  transversally) is O(v−) = O(v−), and will also contribute
to 1.
Transition time near P±: In P−, we use the Ck-normal form (12), and consider the
transition time between a section {u = 1} and a section {v = 1}. Like in the case
 > , we obtain (see (14)):
T (v, ) = 1
v
∫ 1
v
g(u, v/u, )
du
u
.
Write
g(u, v, ) = g0(v, )+ ug1(u, v, ).
This yields
T (v, ) = v−
(∫ 1
v
g0(v/u, )
du
u
+
∫ 1
v
g1(u, v/u, ) du
)
.
The second term can be written (using Lemma 2) as G1(v, ) + H1(v, )v log v. The
ﬁrst term can be calculated, using a change of variables w = v/u:
T (v, ) = 1
v
(∫ 1
v
g0(w, )
dw
w
+G1(v, )+H1(v, )v log v
)
.
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Clearly, we have vT (v, ) = K() log v + G(v, ) + H1(v, )v log v, for some Ck
functions G and H1. The number K() is given by
K() = g0(0, ) = g(0, 0, ) = 1
h(0, 0, )
= 1
L−()
,
where L± is deﬁned in (7).
(iii) Case  < 
Transition time along ± and along −∪+: The treatment is identical to the treatment
in case  > . In fact, the contribution of the transition time in all those parts can be
written as v−f (v, ) for some C∞ function f. Since  < , we can rewrite this as
v−f˜ (v, ) for some smooth function f˜ that is O(v), which contributes to 1 in the
statement of Theorem 2.
Transition time near P±: Like in the case  > , we consider the normal form (12),
and calculate the transition time of orbits as they pass from a section {u = u0} to a
section {v = v0}. As before, we make a rescaling so that u0 = v0 = 1. Instead of
expressing the transition time as in (13), it is better to express it as
T (v, ) =
∫ 1
v
1
uv+1h(u, v, )
∣∣∣∣
u=v/v
dv.
This yields (with g = 1/h),
T (v, ) = 1
v
∫ 1
v
v−−1g(v/v, v, ) dv.
Since  > , we can use Lemma 2 (Section 11) to show that vT (v, ) continuously
extends to
C0() :=
∫ 1
0
v−−1g(0, v, ) du,
as v → 0. The value C0() is exactly the part between v = 0 and v = 1 of the
transition time along  of the (desingularized) blow up vector ﬁeld.
Transition time along : In blow up space, we can examine the transition along
compact parts of  in the family rescaling chart v = 1. In this chart, a tubular
neighbourhood around  has no singular points, after division of the vector ﬁeld by
v (see (5) for the deﬁnition of ). This shows that the transition time along compact
parts of  is given by T (v, ) = v−F(v, ) for some strictly positive Ck function F.
It follows that
T (v, ) = v−(C0(v, )+O(v)),
where C0 is the transition time along the chosen compact part of .
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Putting the pieces together: For any k, we have shown that the total transition time
is given by
T (v, ) = v− (C0()+ 1(v, )+ 2(v, )v− log v) , (16)
for some Ck functions 1 and 2. As in the case  > , we let k → ∞ to show that
we can assume that 1 and 2 are C∞, while observing that their formal developments
at v = 0 are uniquely determined.
(iv) Case of smooth canard manifolds
If the manifolds of canard solutions blow down to smooth manifolds at the turning
point, then we have to prove that logarithmic terms are not present in the development
of the time function. We rely on Proposition 1. If , we can use Proposition 1, part
(i), to show that  = +  >  and∫
dt = v−
∫
dx
f (x, v, )
= v−
(∫
dx
f (x, 0, )
+O(v)
)
,
where the O(v)-term is C∞. No blow up techniques are necessary in this case. If
 < , we use Proposition 1, part (ii), but the argument above might fail because
f (0, 0, ) might be zero. We again need to calculate∫
dt = v−
∫
dx
f (x, v, )
, (17)
between {x = −x0} and {x = x0} for some x0 > 0. To simplify notations we will
skip , since it will be clear that all calculations depend smoothly on . So we try to
calculate
v−
∫ x0
−x0
dx
f (x, v)
,
with f (x, v) = Fb(x, v) + fb(x, v) and where Fb(ux, u) is homogeneous in u of
degree b =  −  + , Fb(x, v) > 0 for all (x, v) = (0, 0) and fb(ux, u) = o(ub).
Fb is a (, 1)-quasi-homogeneous component of f of degree b = m, and m is the
highest power of x appearing in Fb(x, v). We can also expand j∞fb(0, 0) in (, 1)-
quasi-homogeneous components of increasing degree:
j∞fb(0, 0) =
∞∑
j>b
Fj (x, v),
and m+i will be the highest power of x appearing in Fb+i, Fb+i+1, . . . , Fb+(i+1)−1.
As such it is clear that we can write
f (x, v) =
m∑
i=0
i (v)x
i + xmQ(xv, v), (18)
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where i and Q are C∞ functions. Moreover, we have the following properties:
Q(0, 0) = 0, i (v) = O(vb−i ), m(0) = 0, and limv→0 0(v)v−b = 0. The quasi-
homogeneous part Fb of degree b of f is found back in this expression as
m∑
i=0
i (u)u
ixi = ubFb(x, 1)+O(ub+1), (19)
with Fb(x, 1) > 0 for all x ∈ R (this expression will form the basis for the study of
the transition time in the family rescaling chart {v = 1}, where the coordinate change
(x, v) = (ux, u) is used), and similarly, for 
 = ±1,
m∑
i=0
i (uv)

iui = ubFb(
, v)+O(ub+1), (20)
with Fb(
, v) > 0 for all v ∈ R (this expression will be used in the phase-directional
rescaling charts {x = ±1} where the coordinate change (x, v) = (
u, uv) is used).
Let us now check the required properties on (17) by dividing the calculation in the
usual parts. On compact pieces of [−x0, 0[ ∪ ]0, x0] we clearly see that the integral is
smooth, since f (x, v) > 0 there. So we only have to deal with small neighbourhoods of
(0, 0) where we use the blow up (x, v) = (ux, uv). We ﬁrst consider family rescaling
v = 1 in which coordinates an appropriate part of (17) gets the expression:
1
v
∫ M
−M
udx
ubFb(x, 1)+O(ub+1) =
1
v
∫ M
−M
dx
Fb(x, 1)+O(u)
based on expression (19). Since Fb(x, 1) > 0 this integral is clearly C∞.
Remains the phase-directional rescaling {x = 
, 
 = ±1}. We scale appropriately to
enable integration between {u = 1} and {v = 1}. The calculations will make use of
expressions (18) and (20). A small computation shows that we need to deal with the
integrals
1
v
∫ v
1

u−1 du∑m
i=0 i (v)ui

i + umQ(
uv, v)
= 1
v
∫ v
1

 dw∑m
i=0 i (v)wi

i + wmQ(
wv, v) ,
based on 
m = 1, since m is even, and using w = u. By introducing z = v/w we
can write it as
1
v
∫ v
1

 dz
z2(
∑m
i=0 i (v)

i vi
zi
+ vm
zm
Q(
 v
2
z
, v))
.
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This ﬁnally yields
1
v+bm(v)
∫ v
1

zm−2 dz
1+∑m−1i=0 i (v)
izm−i +Q(
 v2z , v) , (21)
where each i (v) := 1(v)v(i−m)//m(v) is a C∞ function in v.
In each chart {x = 
} separately, it will in general not be possible to avoid logarithmic
terms in expression (21), however we will see that no logarithmic terms occur if we
combine both charts in a symmetric way, i.e. working with the same bounds {u = 1},
{v = 1}. The sum of these two contributions is given by
1
v+bm(v)
∫ s
1
zm−2F(z, s/z, v) dz, (22)
with s = v and where F(z, r, v) is given by (writing r = s/z)
F(z, r, v) = G(z, r, v)+G(−z,−r, v),
with
G(z, r, v) =
(
1+
m−1∑
i=0
i (v)z
m−i +Q(rv, v)
)−1
.
It clearly follows that the formal development of F at (z, r) = (0, 0) does not contain
terms zprq with p + q odd. The same is true for the integrand of (22). Lemma 3
induces the required result.
This ﬁnishes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Example: slow transition time is not dominant: Consider the following example:
X:


x˙ = v2(v2 + x2),
y˙ = x3y,
v˙ = 0.
The manifold {y = 0} is a C∞ manifold of canard solutions. However, one can readily
check that Assumptions T0–T6 are satisﬁed, with  = 2 and 3. We have used blow up
weights (, ) = (1, 1). The slow vector ﬁeld yields dx
ds
= x2, which has a singular point
at the origin. This makes the slow time divergent. The blown up family in the family
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Fig. 6. Dynamics of the example vector ﬁeld (23) at  = a = 0. The lines {y = ±x} and {x = 0} are
lines of singularities. The branches − and + lead to a transition from attracting to repelling.
rescaling chart yields
{
x˙ = 1+ x2,
y˙ = x3y.
We ﬁnd
C0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
1+ x2 = .
The transition time between − and + is hence given by v−(+ o(1)).
Example: existence of nondominant logarithmic terms: The next example shows that
logarithmic terms in the expansion of the transition time function will appear. We also
indicate how to ﬁnd the most dominant logarithmic term. In the example it is moreover
the only one. Consider the following system:
X,a :


x˙ = 
1+ x4y ,
y˙ = x(y
2 − x2)+ a
1+ x4y .
(23)
At (, a) = (0, 0), we have several branches of lines of singularities—see Fig. 6. The
branch − = {y = −x, x < 0} is normally attracting, and the branch + = {y = x, x >
0} is normally repelling. In general, orbits coming along − will follow the branch
{y = −x, x > 0} after passing near the turning point, or will follow the negative or
positive Y-axis. We are however interested in studying canard solutions passing from
− to +. Since the vector ﬁeld is time-reversible at a = 0 (w.r.t. the symmetry
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{x → −x, t → −t}), we can assume that a = 0 is a control curve, and continue
with the vector ﬁeld X,0. We are interested in the transition time from {x = −1} to
{x = +1}, and claim that it is given by
T () = T0 + (
1/3)+ 512 2 log 

,
for some smooth function (v) with (0) = 0, and where T0 is the slow transition
time along the critical curve, which in this case is given by T0 = 73 . First notice that
the transition time is the double of the transition time from {x = −1} to {x = 0}. To
prove the claim, blow up using
(x, y, v) = (ux, uy, uv), v = 1/3.
The only place where logarithmic terms may appear is in the passage near P−, located
in the family rescaling chart {x = −1} at (u, v, y) = (0, 0, 1). There, the vector ﬁeld
is given, after division by u2/(1+ u5y), as:


u˙ = −uv3,
v˙ = v4,
y˙ = 1− y2 + y v3.
All centre manifolds at P− are exponentially close to each other, so we can just pick
one to ﬁnd the development of the transition time. One such centre manifold is given
by {y = 1+ (v3)}, where  is the unique C∞ function solving
3w2
d
dw
= (−2− + w)+ w, (0) = 0, w0.
One can readily check that (w) = 12w − 58w2 + O(w3). The transition inside this
centre manifold between {u = 1} and {v = 1}, of an orbit at given “height” v yields
T (v) =
∫ 1+ u5y
u2
dt =
∫ v
1
1+ u5y
u2
du
−uv3 =
1
v3
(
1− v +
∫ 1
v
u5(v3/u3) du
)
.
The integral on the right-hand side can be rewritten, using w = v3/u3, as
v6
3
∫ 1
v3
(w)
w3
dw.
Combine this with the knowledge of an expansion of  to extract the unique logarithmic
term. The contribution at P+ is exactly the same.
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Example: transition time with a dominant logarithmic term: Consider the vector ﬁeld
X:


x˙ = v2(v + y),
y˙ = x(y2 − x2),
v˙ = 0.
The critical curve is y = |x|, which is smooth for x = 0. The origin is a turning point,
which we blow up with weights
(, ) = (1, 1).
We ﬁnd that  = 2 and  = 2. In the phase-directional rescaling chart {x = 1}, we
ﬁnd after division by u:


u˙ = uv2(v + y),
v˙ = −v3(v + y),
y˙ = y2 − 1− y v2(v + y).
Since + is deﬁned by y = 1, the centre manifolds are given by y = 1+O(u), showing
that L+, as introduced in (7) is given by 1. Similarly, one ﬁnds that L− = −1, so the
transition time from a section {x = x0 < 0} towards a section {x = x1 > 0} is given
by
T (v) = v−2(−2 log v + 1(v)+ 2(v)v log v),
for some smooth functions 1 and 2.
5. Integrals along canard orbits
Using the results on the transition time yields an immediate application to more
general integrals along orbits.
Let f (x, y, v,A, ) be a bounded C∞ function. Then, let us consider
∫
O(v)
f dt, (24)
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where the integration is along an orbit at “height v” inside a manifold of canard
solutions, w.r.t. the time of the vector ﬁeld. Letting M be a lower bound of f (f is
bounded on compact sets), then
∫
f dt =
∫
(f −M) dt +M
∫
dt =
∫
dt ′ +M
∫
dt, (25)
where
∫
dt ′ is the transition time of the same orbit w.r.t. the vector ﬁeld Yv,A, =
1
f−MXv,A,. The splitting of the integral has the beneﬁt that zeros in the integrand are
avoided, so that the integral can be seen as a sum (or difference) of two genuine time
integrals. Hence, such integrals inherit the properties on the asymptotic expansion of
the last. This means that we can easily characterize (24):
Theorem 3. Let ± be a pair of admissible boundary curves, and let f be a C∞
(v, A, )-family of smooth functions on M. The integral of f along an orbit from −
to +, written in terms of v = 1/m, is given by
∫
f |A=A(v,) dt = v−max(,)1(v, )+ v−min(,)2(v, ) log v,
where 1 and 2 are C∞. The formal developments of 1 and 2 are unique, and
the function 2 can be chosen independently of the choice of ± and can be taken 0
if the manifolds of canard solutions are smooth at the turning point.
Proof. Immediate, keeping in mind the remarks that were made in front of the statement
of the theorem. 
In the above theorem, we did not specify the most dominant term in the development.
This dominant term depends on the order of the function at the turning point: functions
that are, in blow up coordinates, O(un) for high n may have a different leading order
term than functions that are, say, nonzero at the turning point. Nevertheless, the above
result still provides useful qualitative information w.r.t. the integral along canard orbits.
6. Divergence integral along orbits
In this section, we calculate the divergence integral along orbits in canard manifolds.
The reason for our interest in this integral lies in the following well-known result,
relating the integral to the behaviour of transition maps w.r.t. initial conditions, as
described in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. Let X be a vector ﬁeld on an n-dimensional manifold M with volume
form . Let S1, S2 be two open sections of M, transverse to the ﬂow of X. Assume
p ∈ S1, q ∈ S2 and the orbit through p reaches q in ﬁnite time (positive or negative).
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Let T : S˜1 ⊂ S1 → S2 be the transition map deﬁned in a neighbourhood of p. If
i :Ui → Si are coordinates for Si with Ui ⊂ Rn−1, then
det(D(−12 ◦ T ◦ 1))(s1) =
〈(p),D1(s1)×X(p)〉
〈(q),D2(s2)×X(q)〉
exp
(∫
O(p,q)
divX dt
)
,
where s1 = −11 (p), s2 = −12 (q), and where D1(s1) resp. D2(s2) is regarded as
a product of n − 1 vectors in TpM resp. TqM . The integral is taken over the orbit
O(p, q) from p to q parametrized by t.
The integral appearing in the statement of this proposition is characterized by The-
orem 3. However, we can do better, by using some properties of the divergence.
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne
I (A, ) =
∫
divX0,A, ds
as the integral of the divergence along . The integration interval will be clear from
the context in which I (A, ) appears. Of course, in our study, only I (0, ) will be
relevant, where we restrict parameters to control manifolds A = A(v, ) = O(v):
I (A, )|A=A(v,) = I (0, )+O(v).
In the formulation of the result concerning the integral of the divergence along orbits,
we will not immediately restrict parameters to such control manifolds, but instead give
some results for orbits inside (A, )-families of centre manifolds along − or along
+. Later, such manifolds may be matched together along control manifolds and we
will extract results concerning orbits in manifolds of canard solutions.
Proposition 3. Let − be an entry boundary curve, and let W− be the saturation of
− in forward time. If S is a section transversally cutting −, then the integral of the
divergence from − to W− ∩ S is given by
∫
Ov
divXA, dt = v−
(
I (A, )+ (v, A, )) ,
where Ov is the orbit at height v from − to W− ∩ S, and where  is some C∞
function with (0, A, ) = 0. The function I (A, ) is the integral of the divergence
along , taken between 	(−) and S ∩ −. If S′ is a section transversally cutting 
in blow up space, then the integral of the divergence from − to W− ∩ S′ is given by
∫
Ov
divXA, dt = v−
(
I (A, )+ (v, A, )+ ˜(v, A, )v log v) ,
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where  and ˜ are C∞ and with (0, A, ) = 0. The function I (A, ) is the divergence
integral taken between 	(−) and p∗ (and this integral is convergent).
Proof. We deﬁne f (x, y, v,A, ) = divXA,(x, y, v), and consider the integral of f
along orbits from − to W− ∩ S. This statement is a direct consequence of Theorem
2, keeping in mind the fact that we can write
∫
f dt as sum of two transition time
integrals:
∫
f dt =
∫
(f −M)dt +M
∫
dt =
∫
dt ′ +M
∫
dt,
where M is a lower bound on f, and where ∫ dt ′ is the transition time of the equivalent
vector ﬁeld YA, = 1f−MXA,. It follows that
∫
Ov
f dt = v−(I (A, )+O(v)),
where the O(v)-term is C∞. Remains to consider the passage from W−∩S to W−∩S′,
i.e. the passage near P− and the passage along . Let us ﬁrst consider the passage
along . Observe that
divXA, = div uXA, = u divXA, +XA,(u).
In the family rescaling chart, u˙ = 0, so the last term is zero and we have shown that
the divergence of the vector ﬁeld is O(u): It follows that
∫
divXA, dt =
∫
u− divXA, dt,
where the last integral is calculated w.r.t. the time of the blown up vector ﬁeld. Because
the divergence is O(u), this integral is O(1) (and C∞). The passage near P− is treated
using normal forms as in (12). For the sake of convenience, we repeat it here:
Z(u, v,A, ) = h(u, v,A, )
(
−uv 
u
+ v+1 
v
)
,
As in the family rescaling chart, one easily shows that also in this chart the divergence
(of the original, not blown up, vector ﬁeld) is O(u):
divXA, = uD(u, v,A, ),
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for some smooth function D. We consider a passage from the section {u = 1} to the
section {v = 1} (like in the proof of Theorem 2), and ﬁnd
∫
divXA, dt =
∫
u− divXA,
du
u˙
=
∫ 1
v
D(u, v,A, )
uvh(u, v,A, )
∣∣∣∣
v=v/u
du.
Writing g = D/h, this integral amounts to
v−
∫ 1
v
u−1g(u, v/u,A, ) du.
From Lemma 2, follows that the divergence integral in this part of the passage yields
v−
(
G(v,A, )+H(v,A, )v log v) ,
for some Ck functions G and H, and with
G(0, A, ) =
∫ 1
0
u−1g(u, 0, A, ) du.
This is precisely the part of the divergence integral along −. This proves the propo-
sition. 
Remarks
(1) The previous theorems consider a ﬁxed manifold of canard solutions and a ﬁxed
control curve. Nevertheless, the results apply as well to families of such manifolds:
if −(s) is an s-family of entry curves, then the divergence integral between −(s)
and a section S as in Proposition 3 yields
∫
Ov
divXA, dt = v−
(
I (s, A, )+ (s, v, A, ))
for some smooth function  that is O(v), and with I (s, A, ) the integral of the
divergence along  between 	(−(s)) and S∩−. The functions I and  are smooth
w.r.t. s. A similar remark can be made for the divergence integral between −(s)
and a section S′.
(2) Of course, Proposition 3 has an analogue for saturations W+ in backward time of
exit boundary curves +: the integral of the divergence along orbits in backward
time from + to W+ ∩ S′ is
∫
Ov
divXA, d(−t) = v−
(
I (A, )+ (v, A, )+ ˜(v, A, )v log v)
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for some smooth functions  and ˜ with  = O(v). The value I (A, ) is the
integral of the divergence along , from (+) to p∗ (and is negative).
(3) When considering a pair of admissible boundary curves (−,+), then one can
characterize the divergence integral along orbits in the related manifold of canards
W. If A = A(v, ) is the control curve along which W is an invariant manifolds,
then the integral of the divergence yields
∫
Ov
divXA(v,), dt = v−
(
I (0, )+ (v, )+ ˜(v, )v log v)
for some smooth functions  and ˜, with  = O(v). The value I (0, ) is the
integral of the divergence along , taken between 	(−) and (+) (this integral
can be positive or negative). If moreover the manifold of canard solutions W is
smooth at the turning point, then ˜ can be taken 0, i.e. the logarithmic terms
disappear. (This is in fact a restatement of Theorem 3, speciﬁc to the divergence).
7. Transition equation
Using Proposition 2, we are now ready to study transition maps from one transverse
section to another. In fact, Proposition 2 will give useful information concerning the
derivative of such transition map. We will let the use of Proposition 2 follow by the
use of Lemma 4 (see Section 11).
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne transverse sections that will be used in the remainder of this text.
Let − be a smooth (possibly -dependent) section inside M, transverse to the fast ﬁbres
of X0,0,, so that − lies in the basin of attraction of −. We suppose furthermore
that − can be regularly parametrized by 	, the 	-limit on − of the point on −.
We will keep 	 inside a compact [	min,	max], where one agrees that 	min lies closer
to the turning point than 	max. A priori, we think of sections − staying on “one
side” of − (connected and not intersecting ). We lift − to M × [0, v0[ by deﬁning
S− := − × [0, v0[.
Similarly, we choose + as a connected smooth section inside the basin of repulsion
of + and transverse to fast ﬁbres. We parametrize + by the -limit  ∈ +, and keep
 inside a compact [min, max]. We deﬁne S+ = − × [0, v0[.
Let now S′ be a section as in Proposition 3, transversally cutting  in blow up
space. Let S′ be parametrized by (z, v), in the sense that z is a regular coordinate of
S′ in the family rescaling chart {v = 1}. We consider the C∞-smooth transition maps
−: S− × [−A0, A0] × → S′: (	, v, A, ) → (z, v) = (−(	, v, A, ), v)
and
+: S+ × [−A0, A0] × → S′: (, v, A, ) → (z, v) = (+(, v, A, ), v).
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We are interested in intersections of orbits in positive time coming from S− with orbits
in negative time coming from S+. Therefore, we consider
(	, , v, A, ) = −(	, v, A, )− +(, v, A, ).
Assumptions T5 and T6 are now formulated in terms of :
(	, , 0, 0, ) = 0, 
A
(	, , 0, 0, ) = 0.
We are however able to give a much stronger result on :
Theorem 4. (Transition equation) There exist smooth functions 1, 2, ˜1, ˜2 and
f so that for 	 ∈ [	min,	max],  ∈ [min, max], for v ∈ [0, v0[, A ∈ [−A0, A0] and
for all :
(	, , v, A, ) = f (v,A, )
± exp
(
I (, A, )+ 1(, v, A, )+ ˜1(v, A, )v log v
v
)
± exp
(
I (	, A, )+ 2(	, v, A, )+ ˜2(v, A, )v log v
v
)
.
The function I is the integral of the divergence along  taken between  or 	 and the
turning point, and is negative in all cases. The functions 1, 2 are O(v). Furthermore,
f (0, 0, ) = 0 and fA(0, 0, ) = 0. The ± signs are independent from each other and
depend as well on the orientation of the regular coordinate in Q, as on the side of the
critical curve at which the sections S− and S+ are located. In particular, if S− and
S+ lie on the same side of , then the signs are opposite.
Proof. We choose a reference points 	ref outside [	min,	max], and lying farther away
from the turning point, i.e. with I (	ref , 0, ) < I (	max, 0, ) < 0, and similarly we
choose a reference point ref , (see Fig. 7). We have
(	, , v, A, ) = (	, , v, A, )− (	, ref , v, A, )
+(	, ref , v, A, )− (	ref , ref , v, A, )
+(	ref , ref , v, A, ).
The last line will be denoted by f (v,A, ), and the properties of f easily follow (using
Assumptions T5 and T6, saying respectively that f (0, 0, ) = 0 and fA(0, 0, ) = 0).
The second line in the righthand side is treated similarly to the ﬁrst line, so let us
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Fig. 7. Section − parameterized by the 	-limit and + by the -limit. The sections may be chosen
on either side of the control curve (but do not cross ).
concentrate on this ﬁrst line. It is equal to∫ 
ref


(	, ˜, v, A, ) d˜.
The integrand is seen as a divergence integral, using Proposition 2. The integration of
such an expression is covered by Lemma 4. Indeed,


(	, , v, A, ) = −+

(, v, A, ),
not depending on 	. Since
D+ =


+

+
v
0 1


we have det(D+) = + , and we can use Proposition 2 to get


(	, , v, A, ) = h(, v, A, ) exp
∫
divXA, dt,
for some nonzero function h, which may be positive or negative, and which depends
on the chosen volume form; the integral is calculated along the piece of XA,-orbit
between (, v) on S+ and the related point on S′. We can use Proposition 3 to rewrite
the right-hand side. From this follows,∫ 
ref


(	, ˜, v, A, ) d˜
= ±
∫ 
ref
exp
(
I (˜, A, )+ (˜, v, A, )+ ˜(v, A, )v log v
v
)
d˜.
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In particular, observe that ˜ can be chosen not to depend on . An integral in such
form is covered by Lemma 4. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. If the manifolds of canard solutions are smooth at the turning point, then we
would like to assume ˜1 = ˜2 (so that later, both contributions will cancel each other).
We do not have this property, but instead have the slightly weaker: if A = A(v, ) is
a control manifold along which manifolds of canard solutions appear, then
j∞
(
˜1(v,A(v, ), )− ˜2(v,A(v, ), )
) = 0, (26)
where the inﬁnite jet is taken w.r.t. v at v = 0. As a consequence,
(
˜1(v,A(v, ), )− ˜2(v,A(v, ), )
)
v log v is C∞.
Moreover, because all control curves have a common inﬁnite jet, we can even say that
(
˜1(v,A1(v, ), )− ˜2(v,A2(v, ), )
)
v log v is C∞ (27)
for any two control curves A = A1(v, ) and A = A2(v, ) along which manifolds of
canard solutions appear.
Identity (26) follows from the fact that the total divergence integral along manifolds
of canard solutions that are smooth at the turning point has an expansion without log-
arithmic terms, meaning that the contribution to logarithmic terms at P− must coincide
with the contribution to logarithmic terms at P+.
8. Comparing control manifolds
We say a set E ⊂ − ∪ + consisting of a ﬁnite number of entry and/or exit points
is acceptable if for all  there is a unique maximum in the set {I (p, 0, )|p ∈ E} (i.e.
the maximum must not be reached in more than one point). Denote by m(E) the point
where this maximum is reached and with
I(E) := I (m(E), 0, ) < 0.
Theorem 5. Let E := {10, 20,	10,	20} be acceptable. For i = 1, 2, let Wi be a
manifold of canard solutions corresponding to a pair of boundary curves cutting {v =
0} at (	i0, i0) (with this we mean curves in S− resp. S+ with coordinate equations
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	 = 	i (v, ) resp.  = i (v, ) for which 	i (0, ) = 	i0 and i (0, ) = i0), and let
Ai be the associated control curves. Then,
∣∣A2(v, )−A1(v, )∣∣ = exp
(
I(E)+ (v, )+ ˜(v, )v log v
v
)
for some smooth functions , ˜, with  = O(v). In particular, this implies that
lim
v→0 v
 log
∣∣A2(v, )−A1(v, )∣∣ = I(E).
If E is not acceptable, then one still has
−∞ lim
v→0 v
 log
∣∣A2(v, )−A1(v, )∣∣ I(E).
Proof. It is a consequence of the transition equation, written down in Theorem 4. We
will also use the notations as in the statement of this theorem. Since (	i , i , v,Ai , )
= 0 for i = 1, 2, we know that
f (v,A2, )− f (v,A1, )
is a sum of four exponential terms (positive or negative). If E is acceptable, then exactly
one of those four is dominant over the three others. Notice now that
exp
(−a + o(1)
v
)
± exp
(−b + o(1)
v
)
= exp
(−a + o(1)
v
)
if 0 < a < b. Indeed, the left-hand side equals
exp
(−a + o(1)
v
)(
1± exp
(
a − b + o(1)
v
))
clearly proving the claim. We hence ﬁnd
f (v,A2, )− f (v,A1, ) = ± exp
(
I(E)+ (v, )+ ˜(v, )v log v
v
)
,
for some smooth functions , ˜ with  = O(v). The result follows by writing the
left-hand side as
(A2 −A1)
∫ 1
0
f
A
(v,A1 + s(A2 −A1), ) ds
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and observing that also the integral is nonzero and can be incorporated inside the
exponential term. If E is not acceptable, then it is possible that the four exponential
terms will partly annihilate each other, but in any case the same steps can be taken,
by replacing equalities by inequalities and taking absolute values. 
9. Entry–exit relation
In this section, we answer the following question: given a pair of entry–exit curves
(0−,0+). Associated to this pair is a control curve in parameter space A = A0(v, )
along which both boundary curves are connected by orbits. Given another entry bound-
ary curve ′−, how long do the orbits starting at ′− follow the critical curve  before
they are repelled away from it? We will answer this question in Theorem 7. Before
we give some deﬁnitions and prove an intermediate result, that is relevant to it.
Deﬁnition 1. Let W be a local centre manifold at points ]p∗, p0[ of +. We say the
saturation of W in forward time exits towards S+ in e if the following property holds:
the orbits in forward time of W intersect S+ in a C0-curve , for which e is the -limit
of  ∩ {v = 0}. The curve  is then called an exit curve. The point e is called an exit
point if the saturation of W exits towards some section S˜+ of M×[0, v0[, transverse to
the fast ﬁbres. (S˜+ may be chosen on either side of +, and may or may not coincide
with S+.)
Let A = Aref(v, ) be the reference control curve along which the boundary curves
ref− : {	 = 	ref} ⊂ S− and ref+ : { = ref} ⊂ S+ are connected with orbits; S±, 	ref
and ref are deﬁned as in Section 7 (see Fig. 7).
Theorem 6. Let A = A(v, ) be a smooth curve in parameter space, so that
J := lim
v→0 v
 log |A(v, )−Aref(v, )|
exists in R−. Deﬁne
Yv, = Xv,A(v,),.
Let − be an entry boundary curve, and consider the saturation W in forward time of
− (w.r.t. Yv,). Write
	 = 	(−) ∈ −,
and let 	b ∈ −, b ∈ + be the unique points for which I(	b) = I(b) = J.
(I(p) := I (p, 0, ).) Then,
(1) If I(	b) < I(	) < 0, then W− has an exit point given by the unique point  on
+ for which I() = I(	). (tunnel behaviour)
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Fig. 8. Entry–exit relation. The dashed line shows the level of the buffer points. The left picture shows
that, below the buffer level we have a “tunnel” behaviour. The middle picture shows the “funnel” behaviour
above the buffer level. Entry curves entering at the buffer level display an “inverse funnel” in the third
picture.
(2) If I(	) < I(	b) < 0, then W− has an exit point given by b. (funnel behaviour)
(3) If I(	) = I(	b), and if W− has an exit point, then it is b or lies beyond b.
(comb behaviour).
If W− has an exit point inside S+, then the exit curve is a C∞ graph of (v, v log v, );
if moreover manifolds of canard solutions are smooth at the turning point, then the
exit curve is a C∞ graph of (v, ).
Remark. Funnel behaviour corresponds to very strong attraction, i.e. orbits near distinct
entry values all come out near the same exit value; the opposite (time-inverse of funnel
behaviour) is called comb behaviour. If orbits near distinct entry values come out near
distinct exit values, this has been called “tunnel behaviour” (Fig. 8).
Points on ±, like 	b and b, laying in between a funnel and a tunnel are called
buffer points. Each buffer point has one speciﬁc buffer direction (i.e. one of the two
sides of ) along which the funnel/comb behaviour takes place.
Proof. We will rely on Theorem 4 and start with the case (1). Notice that
0 = (	ref , ref , v,Aref , ),
which allows us say
(	, , v,A, ) = (f (v,A, )− f (v,Aref , ))
± exp
(
I(ref)+ o(1)
v
)
± exp
(
I(	ref)+ o(1)
v
)
± exp
(
I()+ o(1)
v
)
± exp
(
I(	)+ o(1)
v
)
.
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We remark that we write I() instead of I (, 0, ), since I (,A(v, ), ) = I (, 0, )+
O(v), and similarly we write I(ref), I(	) and I(	ref). The ﬁrst line in the right-hand
side can be rewritten as an exponential, since fA = 0 and A−Aref is an exponential(see Theorem 5). In case (1), this exponential can be incorporated as o(1) in the last
exponential, and similar for both exponentials in the second line in the right-hand side.
The transition equation yields
exp
(
I()+ o(1)
v
)
= ± exp
(
I(	)+ o(1)
v
)
.
In case of alternating signs, the boundary curve will not exit at S+ (but will exit on
the other side of +). In the other case, the equation simpliﬁes to
I()+ o(1) = I(	)+ o(1).
We recall that the o(1)-terms have a very speciﬁc form
I()− I(	) = (v,	, , )+ ˜(v, )v log v,
with (0,	, , ) = 0. The functions  and ˜ are C∞, and ˜ = 0 in case the manifold
of canard solutions are smooth at the turning point. In any case, one can use the Implicit
Function Theorem to ﬁnd the equation of the exit curve and show that the exit point
is given by I() = I(	), which explains the tunnel behaviour.
The second case (2) is treated identically, replacing 	 by 	b. In the third case (3),
we can still combine some exponentials, but possibly two exponential terms compete
with each other. We will nevertheless have a similar result:
exp
(
I()+ o(1)
v
)
= ±O
(
exp
(
I(	)+ o(1)
v
))
.
from which will follow I() + o(1)I(	) + o(1). This shows that it is impossible
that the exit point lies closer to the turning point than b. 
Combining Theorem 5 with Theorem 6 yields immediately an answer to the question
that we posed at the beginning of the section:
Theorem 7 (Entry–exit relation). Let (−,+) be a pair of admissible entry–exit
boundary curves, and associated to this pair a manifold of canard solutions W and a
control curve a = A(v, ). Let
Yv, = Xv,A(v,),.
Let ′− be another entry boundary curve, and consider the saturation W ′− in forward
time of ′−. Write
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 = (+) ∈ +, 	 = 	(−) ∈ −, 	′ = 	(′−) ∈ −
(These coordinates may be -dependent.)
Case I: I(	) < I() < 0 This is the case where the exit point lies “closer” to the
turning point than the entry point. The family Yv, has a unique pair of buffer points
(	b, b), with I(	b) = I(b) = I().
Case II: I() < I(	) < 0 In this case the entry point lies “closer” to the turning
point than the exit point. The family Yv, has a unique pair of buffer points (	b, b),
with I(	b) = I(b) = I(	).
Case III: I() = I(	) In this symmetric case, we have, for entry points with
I() < I(	′) < 0, a tunnel behaviour. When I(	′)I() < 0, one can have
tunnel, funnel or comb behaviour.
10. A note on hyperbolic and nonhyperbolic canard cycles
When the basin of attraction of − coincides with the basin of repulsion of +, we
can choose  := − = + and use Theorem 1 to show the existence of canard cycles.
These are -families of periodic orbits, uniﬁed as invariant manifolds in M × [0, 0[,
containing ±. As  → 0, the periodic orbits tend to a singular limit periodic set. The
study of the divergence integral can be applied to determine the stability of such canard
cycles. Let 	 = 	() ∈ − and  = () ∈ +. We distinguish three cases:
(1) I() < I(	) < 0. The canard cycle is hyperbolically unstable.
(2) I(	) < I() < 0. The canard cycle is hyperbolically stable.
(3) I() = I(	). The canard cycle is not hyperbolic.
The following is a corollary of the entry–exit relation:
Proposition 4. Along a ﬁxed control manifold a = A(, ), there can be at most one
hyperbolic canard cycle, i.e. all other canard cycles are nonhyperbolic.
In the language of Benoît, a hyperbolic canard cycle is called a ﬂying canard cycle
(cycle-canard volant), while a nonhyperbolic one is called a sitting canard cycle (cycle-
canard posé).
The stability of a ﬂying canard cycle can be deduced from the integral of the
divergence; much less can be said of the stability of nonhyperbolic canard cycles. In
[DR2], it is shown that it is possible that multiple canard cycles tend to the same limit
periodic set, if this limit periodic set describes a nonhyperbolic canard cycle.
11. Some useful lemmas
Lemma 1. Let f (x, y, v, ) be Ck+1 and deﬁne
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F(v, ) :=
∫ 1
0
f (exp(−y/v), y, v, ) dy.
Then F(v, ) is Ck , and tends to
∫ 1
0 f (0, y, 0, ) dy as v → 0.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst remark that this statement is nontrivial, because of the lack of Ck-
smoothness of exp(−y/v) at (y, v) = (0, 0). Write f (x, y, v, ) = f (0, y, v, ) +
xg(x, y, v, ) for some Ck function g. The contribution of the ﬁrst term in the integral
clearly yields a Ck function. So let us consider the rest for v > 0:
F(v, ) =
∫ 1
0
g(exp(−y/v), y, v, ) exp(−y/v) dy
=
∫ 1/v
0
vg(exp(−u), vu, v, ) exp(−u) du.
We prove by induction that
nF (v, )
vn
(v, ) = Fn(v, )+
∫ 1/v
0
Gn(u; exp(−u), vu, v, ) exp(−u) du, (28)
for some Ck−n function Fn, with jk−nFn(0, ) = 0, and some Gn(u; x, y, v, ) that is
polynomial in the ﬁrst variable and with Ck−n coefﬁcients in (x, y, v, ). The statement
is clearly true for n = 0. The induction step is shown by observing that
Fn+1 = Fnv (v, )−

v+1
Gn(v
−; e−1/v , 1, v, )e−1/v
and
Gn+1 = uv−1 Gny +
Gn
v
.
The fact that Gn is polynomial in the ﬁrst variable and the presence of the ﬂat
term exp(−1/v) which is O(vK) for all K makes Fn+1 a Ck−n−1 function with
jk−n−1(F n+1)(0, ) = 0. Let us now ﬁnish the proof of the lemma, by showing that
(28) has a continuous extension to v = 0. This is however elementary, since Gn is
uniformly bounded. 
Lemma 2. Suppose f (u, v, ) is C∞ for u, v ∈ [0, 1] and  in a compact space, and
let b ∈ N. Deﬁne
F(v, ) :=
∫ 1
v
ubf (u, v/u, )du.
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Then, for any k ∈ N, there exist Ck-functions G and H (C∞ w.r.t. ) such that
F(v, ) = G(v, )+H(v, )v log v
Furthermore, G(0, ) = ∫ 10 ubf (u, 0, ) du and H(v, ) = O(vb).
Proof. We ﬁrst forget about the front factor ub in the deﬁnition of F, and will deal
with it at the end of the proof, i.e. we ﬁrst assume b = 0.
Write f (u, v, ) = f (0, v, )+ uf1(u, v, ) for some C∞ function f1. Then,
F(v, ) =
∫ 1
v
f (0, v/u, ) du+
∫ 1
v
uf1(u, v/u, ) du.
The ﬁrst term can easily be handled through a change of coordinates x = v/u:
I0(v, ) :=
∫ 1
v
f (0, v/u, ) du = v
∫ 1
v
f (0, x, )
x2
dx.
Only the 2-jet of f is relevant; higher-order terms give a C∞ contribution in this integral:
I0(v, ) = v
∫ 1
v
a()
x2
dx + v
∫ 1
v
b()
x
dx + vG0(v, ),
for some C∞ function G0 and some C∞ functions a(), b(). Conclude that
I0(v, ) = a()(1− v)− b()v log v + vG0(v, ).
Let us now continue with I1(v, ) :=
∫ 1
v
uf1(u, v/u, ) du. One can easily bound this
integral and show that it is continuous, already proving the claim for k = 0. Let us
continue by induction on k, hence supposing that the lemma (with b = 0) is true for
k. The derivative of I1(v, ), for v > 0, is given by
I1
v
(v, ) = −vf1(v, 1, )+
∫ 1
v
f1
v
(u, v/u, ) du.
By induction, we know that
∫ 1
v
f1
v
(u, v/u, ) du = G˜(v, )+ H˜ (v, )v log v,
for some Ck−1 functions G˜ and H˜ (C∞ w.r.t. ). Integrating such kind of functions
yields
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I1(v, ) = G(v, )+H(v, )v log v,
for some Ck functions G and H (C∞ w.r.t. ), inducing the result.
Let us now concern ourselves with the case b = 0. We only have to prove that
H = O(vb).
F(v, ) =
∫ 1
v
ubf (u, v/u, ) du.
Then,
bF
vb
(v, ) =
∫ 1
v
bf
vb
(u, v/u, ) du+ (v, ),
for some smooth function . Using the ﬁrst part of the lemma, we can rewrite this as
G0(v, )+H0(v, )v log v + (v, ).
Integrating this w.r.t. v yields a function G1(v, )+H1(v, )v2 log v. Repeating this for
yet another b − 1 times, we ﬁnd the result. 
Lemma 3. In the notations of Lemma 2, assume that the Taylor expansion in powers
of u and v of f (u, v, ) does not contain terms in upvq with p = q + 1− b, then
∫ 1
v
ubf (u, v/u, ) du
is C∞.
Proof. Obviously, it is C∞ for v > 0. Remains to show that it is Ck for any k at
v = 0. We can use the same induction as in the proof of Lemma 2; just observe that
if f satisﬁes the Taylor condition in the statement of this lemma, then so will f1v . 
Lemma 4. Let  > 0, and let 1(x, v, ) and 2(x, v, ) be two C∞ functions, deﬁned
for x ∈ [a, b] (with a < b), v0 and  in a compact space. Assume that 1(x, 0, ) < 0
and 1x (x, 0, ) < 0. Deﬁne
F(v, ) =
∫ b
a
1
v
exp
(
1(x, v, )+ 2(x, v, )v log v
v
)
dx.
Then F(v, ) is C∞ smooth, and can be written in the form
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F(v, ) = exp
(
˜1(v, )+ 2(a, v, )v log v
v
)
,
for some C∞ function ˜1(v, ) with ˜1(0, ) = 1(a, 0, ) < 0.
Proof. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that a = 0, b = 1, and write J = 1 +
2.v
 log v. Let J (x, v, ) = J (0, v, ) + xJ1(x, v, ). Such J1 is necessarily strictly
negative for x ∈ [0, 1] and for v small enough. We have
J (0, v, ) = 1(0, v, )+ 2(0, v, )v log v,
and
J1(x, v, ) = 11(x, v, )+ 12(x, v, )v log v
for some C∞ functions 11 and 12. Now
F(v, ) = exp
(
J (0, v, )
v
)∫ 1
0
1
v
exp
(
xJ1(x, v, )
v
)
dx.
Denote the integral on the right-hand side by F1(v, ). It can be rewritten as
F1(v, ) =
∫ 1/v
0
exp(uJ1(uv, v, )) du.
Using techniques like in the proof Lemma 1, one can show that F1 is C∞ and that
F1(0, ) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(uJ1(0, 0, )) du.
Since J1 is strictly negative, we ﬁnd that F1(0, ) > 0. As a consequence, v logF1(v, )
is a smooth function, which we denote by R(v, ). Note that the appearance of
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logarithmic terms in J1 will not affect the smoothness of F1, nor of R. We conclude
F1(v, ) = exp
(
R(v, )
v
)
and R = O(v). The result follows with ˜1(v, ) := 1(a, v, )+ R(v, ). 
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